Gift Choices for
35 Years of Service

Please submit your order to Joanna Haynes:
email: joanna.haynes@ualberta.ca
Campus Mail or in person:
University of Alberta Bookstore
166 Students’ Union Building
Please submit your order by December 18, 2017
You will be notified by email once your gift is
ready for pick-up.

Affinity Telescope
This refractor telescope is the perfect for the beginning
observer. Features a focal length of 350mm, a power
range of 20x-80x. Adjustable table top tripod for steady
viewing.

Order: 35-1

Affinity Clock/Weather Station
Rotating-cube, rosewood finish desk weather station
Quartz clock, thermometer and hygrometer
Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 5 inches, weight: 3 lbs.

Order: 35-2

Men’s Citizen Eco-Drive Square Watch
For a design proven to withstand the test of time, look
no further than this CITIZEN® Eco-Drive strap watch.
Featured in black ion plated stainless steel and a
black dial, this 2-hand timepiece remains a perennial
favourite.

Order: 35-3

Please note: in all cases the logo show is a sample only and
your gift will include the University of Alberta logo.

Ladies Citizen Eco-Drive Square Watch
For a design proven to withstand the test of time, look
no further than this CITIZEN® Eco-Drive strap watch.
Featured in black ion plated stainless steel and a
black dial, this 2-hand timepiece remains a perennial
favourite.

Order: 35-4

Alternative Weekender Travel Combo: 22” Bag,
Leather Travel Wallet & Cord Wrap
Durable washed canvas, large interior, extra
organization and rich details make this bag perfect
for travel. Zippered main compartment with zippered
mesh pocket on the inside for your iPad®, tablet, or dirty
laundry. Vented side shoe pocket made of breathable
cotton. Zippered front pocket has organization that is
perfect for your tech accessories. Multiple slash pockets
for your phone or powerbank, and elastic straps to keep
your cables organized. Removable adjustable shoulder
strap so you can carry it over-the-shoulder, or using the
leather wrapped handles.
Wallet is super thin and sleek, slides easily into your
pocket. Fits both American and Canadian sized
passports and when not being used for a passport can
fit a smartphone and/or iPhone that is comparable in
size. Features an ID holder, quick access passport slot,
two credit card slots that can fit over seven standard
cards each, and one large slot for boarding passes,
cash, etc. Genuine leather with chambray lining.
Keep your phone charger and other cords contained,
organized, and in one place with the cord wrap. Four
various sized elastic bands, roll up into a compact
carrying case. Multi-functional, can also be used as a
utility kit or luxury shaving kit. Genuine leather with
chambray lining.

Order: 35-5

Please note: in all cases the logo show is a sample only and
your gift will include the University of Alberta logo.

